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Abstract
A sense of place is one of the most fundamental qualities of
architecture as it mediates between culture, nature, landscape and the
continuum of time.1 Yet we tend to underestimate the significance of place
in the formation of our built environments with detached realities of locality.
Consequently, the once multifaceted community of Killarney, Ontario is
currently being displaced with the rise of its prevalent tourism industry. There
exists a disconnect between the local natural and cultural realm, resulting in
economic, social and environmental imbalances. What is left to recall are the
multitude of layers found within its cultural landscapes; a sequence of identity
thresholds found among its storied grounds.
This thesis explores the contributive role of the genius locus, in the
identity of small remote fragile communities in hopes of preserving meaningful
places (fig 1.01). The research addresses the analysis of genius loci as a historical
phenomenon and as a modern role, by capturing the essence of a place that
reflects the culture and regional sense of pride. This thesis seeks to become a
resilient framework to re-establish the identity and to support core community
values through a distinct, quietly assertive, and grounded contextual character.
Through photographs, mapping and anecdotes, this thesis will celebrate
Killarney’s histories of virtues through an eclectic architectural proposal
capturing the site-specific landscape and lifestyles, while also connecting design
achievements with the know-how and skills of handcraft-based knowledge.
The goal of the project attempts to reconnect the multiple histories of
place through regional architectural aesthetic, and the environment, utilizing
local materials and construction techniques with self-efficacy as a moderator
in the context of Killarney. Seeking long-term strategies to address Killarney’s
robust natural resources and local craftsmanship, this thesis project will sustain
and empower the community, while strengthening their roots to make and
become part of a shared local ecosystem.

keywords: community/ memory/ place/ resilience / stewardship/ craft/ cultural landscape
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Prologue
Introduction

Recollecting Genius Loci: An Architectural Analysis of Place in Killarney, Ontario.

Prologue

Introduction

Thesis Statement

Thesis Question

This thesis project attempts to reconnect the multiple histories of place
through distinctive architectural aesthetic and the environment, utilizing local materials
and construction techniques with self-efficacy as a moderator in the context of Killarney
(fig. 1.02).

How can the specifics of the site be used to generate architectural strategies to balance
the multitude of layers found within cultural landscapes (fig. 1.03)?

Seeking long-term strategies to address Killarney’s cultural landscapes, robust
natural resources and local craftsmanship, this thesis project will sustain and empower
the community while strengthening their roots to make and become part of a shared
local ecosystem.

// Fig. 1.02: Killarney Isometric

// Fig 1.03: TheBo Cove Isometric
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Prologue

Introduction

// Fig. 1.04: Emergent Landscape
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Prologue

Introduction

Municipal Amenities
St. Bonaventure Church
Pitfeilds General Store
Gateway Restaurant
Herbert’s Fishery
Liquor/ Beer Store
Fire Hall
Airport
Lighthouse
Cenotaph

Old Jailhouse
Killarney Museum
Community Centre
Health Centre
Ambulance Station
Post Office
Municipal Office
Banking Services
Public Washrooms

Boat Marinas

Accommodations

Mountain Lodge

Sportsman’s Inn Resort

Channel Marina

Killarney Mountain Lodge

Roque Marina
Government Docks
Gateway
Marina Sportsman’s Inn

// Fig. 1.05: North Channel

// Fig 1.06: Killarney Municipality
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Conference Centre
Killarney Bay Inn
Rocher Rouge Campground
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Current
in the province of Ontario, Canada (fig.1.07). It is more specifically positioned
East/West Mary Is.
Badgeley Is.
in the
North Channel of Georgian
Bay, directly across from George Island,
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hiking and boating
routes (fig. 1.04).

The isolated economy of Killarney has shifted over its history from fur
trading to logging and commercial fishing, to mining, and finally to tourism
subsequent to the construction of Highway 637 in 1962 (fig.1.08). Connecting
the small community of 386 permanent residents to the rest of the provincial
highway network created new potential for economic growth, employment
and social cohesion. However, the existing framework has a fundamental
disconnect within the local natural and cultural realm, resulting in economic,
social and environmental imbalances.
The main amenities that drive the economy consist of the Sportsman’s
Inn Resort & Marina, Killarney Mountain Lodge & Conference Centre and
its substantial boating marina’s, heavily used by yachts and sailboats travelling
across the Great Lakes (fig.1.06). Likewise, Southern Ontario’s increasing
population are now travelling further distances on vacations, directly
correlating to Killarney’s tourism incline in the coming years. This raises
questions about the future direction of Killarney. The challenge is to support
the local community by leveraging its cultural practices that were used to
sustain and empower this small fragile community since its development.
Although Killarney attracts many for its striking landscapes, it is
hard to live and make a living, due to major changes in employment, lifestyles,
demographics, and settlements. Yet locals resist relocation as they foster this
Northern community’s pride by conserving the sense of place through its
history and customs. Their reliance on ingenuity, local materials, craftsmanship
and their values serve as inspiration towards Killarney’s resilient long-term
future. This thesis offers discoveries within its cultural landscapes as a reminder
of the simple yet intricate aspects of this place.

// Fig 1.07: Killarney Location
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Chapter I

Historical Overview

Storied Grounds

land acknowledgement

Killarney is part of Robinson-Huron Treaty territory and the
land is the traditional territory of the Atikameksheng Anishnaabeg.
Shebahonaning traces their roots through Anishinaabe ancestors since the
beginning (fig.1.09). Shebahonaning – or Zhiibaawnaaning is currently
still in ongoing land claim negotiations with long-respected historical
significance. The community is known to many today as Killarney,
Ontario and is home to indigenous peoples that continue to care for their
land and natural resources.2

Shebahonaning means “Straight and Narrow Passage”. 3

// Fig. 1.09: On Channel St. in Killarney village, in front of Charles Low’s house, c. 1920s.
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Historical Overview

first people
Before permanent settlement, indigenous people paddled through
the narrow east-west channel between George Island and the peninsula of
Georgian Bay (fig.1.10).4 The Ojibwe named this route “Shabawenahning”
meaning “Straight and Narrow Passage”5, due to its sheltered location from the
powerful winds created by the Great Lakes.6 Killarney was the ideal place for
inhabitation due to its flat point on the east end of the channel.7 As the oldest
community on the North Channel of Georgian Bay, Killarney’s Anishinaubaek
ancestors had self-reliant traditions and appreciation of natural resources as
they “fished, hunted, trapped, gathered herbs, made sugar and picked berries”.8
Indigenous peoples saw the emergent landscape as a place to settle, seek shelter
and gather resources. Intimate knowledge of the land such as geography, local
foods and medicinal plants were key to their survival.9 As stated by Ontario
Parks on the Chikanishing Trail; “By 800 AD, the Anichinaubaek of this
area were trading fish and game, blueberries and wild rice to the Wendat of
Southern Georgian Bay in return for the corn, beans, squash, tobacco and
twine for fishnets.”10 Trading and self-sufficiency are all an amalgamation
of concepts that are drawn from indigenous know-how, cultural practices
and ecological principles. It is how this community functioned with respect
to their traditional resource base. Concurrently, indigenous peoples lived on
what was to become a well-travelled route for the voyageurs and explorers of
colonization.

fur trading
The beauty of the landscape and incredible natural resources
astonished early explorers. The earliest known written reference of
Shebahonaning was made by French explorer, Henri Joutel, in 1688.11 During
the 18th and 19th century, Killarney became an established place on the main
route to the west.12 Voyagers such as LaSalle, Marquette, Étienne Brûlé and
other earlier fur traders paddled through the North Channel.13 Originally
discovered and permanently settled on June 28th, 1820 by Étienne Augustin
Robert de la Morandière and his wife Josephte Sai-sai-go-no-kwe, 14 this land
became a fur trading and supply post as a portal to the new world (fig.1.11).15 Its
relationship to the water was its essence, creating opportunities in the industry.
Over the following decades, numerous industries developed in the region and
replaced the fur trade.

// Fig. 1.10: “Shebanwanning, Georgian Bay 1856.”
// Fig. 1.11: “In the 1830’s, steamers like the Gore brought the outside world to Killarney.”
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Historical Overview

agriculture
The Killarney region has never been a major agricultural area due
to its extensive rugged landscape, infertility of the grey podzolic soil and
short growing season.16 However, Étienne La Morandière was recognized for
“clearing the land, planting potatoes and corn, and in 1823 sowed wheat with a
hoe and hand rake, from which he had a nice crop.”17 By 1878, there were a few
vegetable gardens and several nascent attempts at agriculture on a small scale.18
Later, commercial Shanty Bay farmers established themselves close to the
logging camps to work in conjunction; farming during the growing season and
working for the logging camps during the winter (fig.1.12).19 When the lumber
industry declined, farmers left the operation in Killarney. Today, farms are no
longer present in the area. However, local people still recognize gardening as a
cultural significance.

lumbering
Throughout the 1800s and 1900s, the lumber industry thrived within
the local economy (fig.1.13). By the early 1850s, the industrial revolution
encouraged workers in the lumber industry to move west with the rise of Collins
Inlet mill in 1868, 10 miles from Killarney.20 While, the site was distant from
the road and rail terminals, water routes and portages were main passages.21 The
most prevalent trees species harvested by this industry were white pine, spruce,
hemlock, cedar, ash, birch, maple and oak.22 Historical logging remnants
remain today in the region such as dams, logging camps, log chutes, corduroy
roads, boom rings, wharf piling and thousands of tree stumps.23

shipping
The main port was crucial for the development of Killarney within the
Georgian Bay area and is a legacy of the lumber era. Multiple freight ships not
only docked in this calm channel to transport quality lumber but also delivered
supplies to the isolated community (fig.1.14).24 The following years, created
a regularly scheduled route to and from Killarney for market trading.25 The
solidity of shipping trades stemmed from the encouragement of the tourism
and fishing industries.

// Fig. 1.12: “Bousquet farm circa 1950.”
// Fig. 1.13: “Lumbering was serious business.”
// Fig. 1.14: “Killarney Bay with a boat at dock.”
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fishing
In the late 1800s, Killarney grew to become an important commercial
fishing area (fig.1.15).26 The village’s major source of income relied on its fishing
economy throughout the first half of the twentieth century. The main resources
of fish included whitefish and lake trout as the prices were high enough to
withstand the cost of transportation to distant markets in Toronto and
Detroit.27 The harbour gave excellent wind protection from frequent storms as
well as providing optimal preservation of fish with the use of ice cuts from the
channel in the winter.28

mining
Killarney was historically a mining successor and is presently an area
of investigation for geological formations (fig.1.16). This research began in
1854 when Alexander Murray began mapping geological surveys of Canada.29
In 1880, Captain Tranche registered activity and investigated an iron deposit
on the northeast shore of George Lake. This continuation led to the discovery
of gold along Howry Creek in 1911 which later began the Bousquet gold
mine in 1930 and the McMillan gold mine production from 1934 to 1937,
producing 10,593 oz of gold.30 The following years led to the introduction of
the Silica quarry operation in 1910, which then continued seasonally until
1970 when machinery was moved towards Badgeley island.31 This excavation
in orthoquartzite was the last major influence on the community’s economy. 32

tourism
Tourism in Killarney dates back to the lumber era. To help defray
shipping costs, freight ships also accepted paying passengers. Visitors’
recollections often refer to the “good fishing and beautiful landscapes in the
area.”33 In 1885, the first hotel, Killarney Hotel Circa, was built for wealthy
travelers (fig.1.17). Later, the tourism industry expanded to private lodges in
the early 1920s, becoming a place where only the wealthy could afford to stay.
Fruehauf Trailer Corporation was established in 1950, which then became
Killarney Mountain Lodge in 1962.34 With the completion of Highway 637
in 1962 and the opening of Killarney Provincial Park in 1964, tourism became
an important part of Killarney’s economy.

// Fig. 1.15: “Early nets were hand knit linen clothes.”
// Fig. 1.16: “Head-candles for miners at Bruce Mines.”
// Fig. 1.17: “Killarney Hotel Circa from George Island.”
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First People
Fur Trading

The isolated economy of Killarney has shifted over its history
respectively from fur trading to logging, agriculture and commercial fishing,
to mining, and finally to tourism (fig.1.18).35 This isolation prior to highway
637, constructed in 1962, meant the community was dependant on water
transportation.36 Killarney’s unique setting within the Great Lakes and harbor
facilities contributed immensely to boating activity, attracting a special type of
tourist to this isolated region. The village is conveniently located in the core of
the waterways for boats to enter from the lower Great Lakes, especially from
Toronto, Cleveland, Toledo and Detroit. 37 When Highway 637 was built, it
connected the small community to the rest of the provincial highway network
creating new potential for economic growth, employment and social cohesion.
Today, the tourist industry is growing and has become a significant source of
income to the village.
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Multiple Histories
summary
Throughout the past 200 years, Killarney has experienced multiple
stages of development (fig.1.20). Although the stages of relying on fur, forests,
fish, rock, and plants are all significant parts of Killarney’s history, each of
these resources has had its culmination, with tourism being the last significant
demand.38 During this time, the isolation resulted in an endless cycle of
dependence upon the traditional landscape as a balanced way of life with its
available natural resources and making processes.39 This collective community
engagement gave rise to the community’s local agency.
Conversely, the connection of the highway drastically reduced these
traditional activities of harvesting, growing, sharing, making and creating
(fig.1.19). As such, expanding on its current framework will cause an inverse
relationship with the spirit of the place, history and stories. However, measures
of success can be further understood within a new communal typology,
strengthening and empowering the communities’ cultural roots.

Harvest

Grow

Share

Build

Make

Create

// Fig. 1.18: Multiple Histories Timeline
// Fig. 1.19: Killarney Culture
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A Sense of Place
genius loci
The cultural identity of Killarney’s rich historical past is now being
overshadowed by the expansion of the tourism industry. While the regular
debate in the community on this topic is; how to resist commodification
and gain local agency,1 rebuilding the concept of ‘existence’ can help capture
the essence of place (fig.2.01). This has fostered interest towards the genius
loci, defined as “the prevailing character of place.”2 Norwegian architect and
theorist Christian Norberg- Schulz argues the importance of preserving the
genius loci of a place. 3 His book titled Genius Loci, Towards a Phenomenology
of Architecture is where he states “every place is a space with its own character”.4
This notion is used as a framework for understanding the value of distinct place,
place-making, and identity.5 In this sense, ‘place’ is not simply the locality or
geographical location, it consists of cultural nuances and natural characteristics
which together coalesce to form the environment’s character or atmosphere.6
Hence, space is always created by material substances for certain purpose and
limitation. It is only when given locality and cultural significance that space
can become a place.
Norberg-Schulz introduces the concept of “existential spaces”, as a
means of visualizing the genius loci, or “spirit of a place”.7 As such, genius
loci is sought to restore balance through focusing on the essential, elemental
qualities of space. In addition, a vigorous observation of contextual conditions
allows for place-specificity and acknowledgement of the existential space.8
Thus, a sense of belonging would be found in materials, landscape, topography,
and the composition through its translated landscapes (fig.2.02).9 These
fundamental qualities provide resistance against dominant various narratives
in which to establish continuity to help embody the sense of place. He also
argues that “the role of the architect is to make people see the special nature of
the location.” 10 As stated, every space needs to be able to identify a place to give
an understanding of our environment.
Genius loci is a meaningful definition as an instigator of a location.
Killarney contains a rich array of remnants and clues reminiscent of its
existence such as buildings, natural features, patterns of trees, stories and
histories. However, its identity is latent, and its traces are faint. This thesis
seeks to investigate the site through its natural and cultural histories to
discover important traces as anchors from which to foster a more vital place.

// Fig. 2.02: Theoretical Grounds
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Another notion that shares similar arguments on the sense of place is
Kenneth Frampton’s critical regionalism. According to Frampton, architecture
can transcend and withstand globalization by integrating elements from its
sense of place.11 It is a concept that seeks to balance the traditional character
of locality with progressive knowledge ranging from the quality of light,
topography and tectonic derived from a certain structural mode.12 Allowing
these elements to inform and drive a design, ensures it can withstand its
surrounding context and be in harmony with its cultural and natural realm.13
In essence, the tectonics will transcend the structural modes of the vernacular,
careful orientation will maximize solar gain and the specificity of topography
will therefore become crucial to the project.

objectives
The study of locus has been rich in shaping the theoretical grounds
of this thesis as it will help revitalize local character and culture, engage
the natural environment, and recover the humane experiential potential
of architectural place-form. At first, the sense of place reconstructs the key
elements, discovering certain practical references. Later, during the process of
researching the place and local culture, the project extracts meaningful design
elements from vernacular architecture and attempts to implement them into
the final architectural proposal. This thesis is not intended to have a direct
vernacular translation but will however interpret indigenous and other local
histories from a new perspective. Based on the site and regional culture, it will
attempt to explore familiar yet a new language, which will not only celebrate the
local past but will also rejoice in the present by responding to the perimeters of
the regional environment, such as; contextual response, historical knowledge,
climate responsiveness, local materials and cultural appropriateness (fig.2.03).
The 21st century is progressively centered around the views of
locality, and thus, allows re-thinking the fundamentals supporting the future
of Killarney. Architecture can help reduce the adverse effects of change while
increasing the positive impacts of place, social interaction and appreciation for
traditional culture.14 This will not only link to natural landscape or of utilizing
building traditions but will hold the attitudes of modesty and meekness as
characteristics that have lent themselves to be responsive to its local culture.

Historical
Knowledge

Ecological
Sensitiveness

Local
Materials

Climate
Responsiveness

// Fig. 2.03: Objectives
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Cultural Landscape
layers
Since this thesis is strongly rooted in Killarney, Ontario, it is
important to understand its geographical context, memories and collective
fragments that make up its character to properly reflect the place. Having lived
in Killarney and adventuring its picturesque waterways and landscapes daily
provided a deeper connection towards its surroundings. However, to better
understand the ‘place’, a common mindful presence occurred to capture a fully
immersive experience. Although most of Killarney’s activity is centered around
the harbor, the physical territory of the community is greatly extended within
the wide range of land available in its proximity. In an effort to understand
its cultural landscape, detailed yet subtle mapping exercises are used as a
primary tool to explore and document tangible viewpoints. The initial analysis
started on a macro scale; mapping its topological, positional, and relational
functions of expressions through four distinctive layers found within the
cultural landscapes. These layers catalyzing intervention consist of the natural
resources, wayfinding, geology and memory (fig.2.04). All in all, the mapping
deconstructs the generative emergent landscape in a multitude of spatial layers,
revealing unforeseen patterns to preserve culture, place and heritage (fig.2.13).

natural resources
Wandering its wide-range landscape led to capturing photographs
to document its landscape fabric. This resourceful layer is representative of
its edible and medicinal vegetation patterns broadly representatives of the
surrounding region that have adapted to an ecologically stressed environment
(fig.2.05). Intriguing plant adaptations have been made in response to the
arid conditions found on the ridge tops; evidenced by the distorted windbent pines and unusual groves of oak.15 The deeper soils and valley lowlands
support mature hardwood forests of jack pine, white pine, red oak, red maple,
white birch, maples and white spruce.16 Comparatively, the robust soils, find
plants such as; lichen, moss, cattails, sedge, blueberries, raspberries, bullrushes,
beaked hazelnut, ferns, lily, wild sarsaparilla, leaf dogwood, broadleaf aster, rose
pogonia, sundews, Labrador teas, Solomon’s seal, Indian cucumber and wild
ginger (fig.2.06).17

// Fig. 2.04: Layers
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geology
Due to its isolation, the community developed ways to grow and
rely on land-based practices for centuries. As a result, the community had
to follow a seasonal pattern of work: fishing in the summer, harvesting and
berry picking in the late summer-fall, and cutting and hauling for wood in the
winter.18 Consequently, once the connection of the outside world took place
in Killarney, this balanced way of life in relation to its natural resources started
drifting away. This project proposes to gain an understanding of resilience,
generally defined as the ability to cope with change.19 Though the connection
of the highway brought transported goods from Toronto and Sudbury, the
community still lacks horticulture crops in the area. Currently, locals tend to
travel to Sudbury 109.5km (90 minutes away) for their provisions as the local
general store has minimal selection and is almost twice the price.20 Relying on
external factors will only contribute to losing the essence of self-identity and
resiliency. Respectively, this project seeks to build on local traditional landbased principles to harvest readily accessible plants within the landscape while
ensuring the distribution of local food in the community.

The geological layer in this exploration is one about the formation
of the La Cloche mountains approximately 3 billion years ago.25 It is also
about collecting traces of the past within its unique landforms. The vicinity
straddles the boundary between a belt of gneiss, granite, quartzite siltstone
and sandstone (fig.2.10).26 This striking juxtaposition reveals its unique pink
granite shoreline against a backdrop of white quartzite ridges.27 The traces of
sediments, resulted from the glacier lakes are believed to have left one of the
most rugged landscapes in Ontario, containing the eastern section of the La
Cloche Mountains. This picturesque range, extending 80km along the North
Channel, embodies unique white quartzite ridges that bring many to adventure
its geological formations.28 In addition, the shaping of its abundant unique
lakes followed after the melting glaciers ponded around the Great Lakes basin,
leaving its imprint on the topography, vegetation and waterways (fig.2.09).29
Overall, locals embody an understanding of the landscape and ways in
which the community operates that can result in how to manifest the built
environment within these unique landforms.

way finding

memory

Paths are interpreted lines in space that is unique to a specific place
and moment in time. As such, navigating through the landscape, resurfaced
local paths that represent a journey from one place to another (fig.2.07). These
hiking trails and water routes are seen as local signifiers and are considered
the living arteries of the landscape (fig.2.08). Some of the main hiking paths
are traversed by the La Cloche mountains, which provide numerous lookouts
along the ridges due to its abundant exposed bedrocks. The highest peak at
366m above Georgian Bay, is named the Silver Peak.21 Other trails with high
points include The Crack, Granite Ridge, Cranberry Bog, Chikanishing and
Lake of the Woods.22 Comparatively, changes in topography range on the
site from high quartzite ridges to moderately lowlying terrain composed of
clear blue lakes, slow-flowing creeks, diffused pondings, marshes and bog
wetlands.23 Some of the most renowned clear large lakes are Nellie, O.S.A,
Killarney and Davids Lake. 24 As a result, traversing across the landscape
and shoreline are among the familiar practices that locals have embodied
for thousands of years and will be reinstated through the design stages.

The collective memory layer is marked by ruins and traces that
signify the importance of remembrance. These exist as ways of inhabiting the
landscape such as; old logging camp remains, quarries, aboriginal pictographs,
log hauling vehicle remains, village and farm ruins (fig.2.11). To fully
understand the memories lived on these sensitive storied grounds, archival
research is implemented to recollect the events in history that caused it to
emerge. This is done by sifting through photographs via the “La Cloche History
Group” in aims to record the visual history of the vicinity. Another means of
remembrance is having discussions with locals to echo a sense of belonging
and individuality. Memories are collaged within their respective location in
the landscape according to anecdotal references and photographs (fig.2.12).
In essence, these collective memories have been key findings to understand its
traditions, cultural heritage and lived experiences. Cultural knowledge and
memories found within these paths will begin to form interconnected traces
and will become an important facet moving forward.
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// Fig.2.07: Wayfings
// Fig.2.08: Paths

// Fig.2.09: Geology
// Fig.2.10: Vicinity Section
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// Fig. 2.13: Cultural Landscape
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Site Selection
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The early site readings led to a more coherent picture relating to
the passage of time. Through this study, enlightenment came upon the
question of; how can these layers be celebrated in a site-specific architectural
engagement. To optimize the site for the circumstances presented by the
thesis, specific potential factors and characteristics are considered such
as; existing paths, adjacencies, topography, vegetation and landmarks
(fig.2.14). The mapping exercise has informed many potential sites for
architectural interventions. However, this wide-ranging landscape pointed
to many locations encompassing an array of characteristics functioning
as an index to assist the recollection of the local history, people and events.
One that resonated is TheBo Cove Bay, named after the first familyowned operator of the Killarney General Store.30 It is situated on the far east end
of Killarney where first settlements inhabited due to its flat point and calm bay.31
TheBo Cove is also known as a local signifier in the landscape on a point of land
that was historically a small inshore tarvat remain. This location is purposely
chosen on the outskirts of the village as locals have knowledge of this place. This
distance also provides a more relatable and different site from the waterfront
in the village bound to commercial use and tourism (fig.2.15). In addition, the
landscape setting creates efficient opportunities for land-based principles as
forests, mountains and wetlands are nearby. The site is in close proximity to
both road access and the existing trail network system, working in tandem as
it is connected to the Killarney Lighthouse Trail and the main road. TheBo
Cove site is located alongside both private land and general use area.32 This
creates great potential, as dwellers can reside, harvest and make within minutes
of each other. Therefore, the site becomes a place where locals can embody a
sense of community and experience remnants of Killarney’s natural heritage
based on the concept of close interaction with the environment (fig.2.16).

// Fig. 2.14: TheBo Cove Existing Site
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TheBo
Cove

// Fig. 2.15: TheBo Cove Bay in the North Channel
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// Fig. 2.16: TheBo Cove Panoramic view (East +West)
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Material Culture
fragments
It is important to mention that the cultural identity of Killarney is
manifested through several practices and customs that resonate through its
knowledge transfer.1 It is a place represented by the succession of the people
who lived on these storied grounds. Elements that resonate with this pattern
of history are found within its material culture and artifacts (fig.3.01). Material
culture refers to an analysis of understanding both past and present of a place.2
Likewise, artifacts are the study of cultural objects and material knowledge
required for generating the creation through its particular forms of traditional
manifestation.3
Killarney has a long history of extensive material culture and artifacts
found within its local context such as various tools, materials and techniques.
From the earliest years, the region was a meeting place where traders exchanged
stories and furs, shared food, supplies and conversations. Essentially, this place
of gathering intrigued travelers with its unique character and charm with small,
eccentric houses and outbuildings surrounding the shoreline of the harbor
(fig.3.02). Architectural character as modern convenience came late to Killarney,
it was only after 1962, that the community had access to a connecting highway.4
Prior to this, mail, materials and food would be shipped to the community
by freight boats.5 As a result, locals constructed houses, outbuildings and
boats according to informal rules and procedures handed down over the
years, reflecting in the builder’s contextual response to the prevailing winds,
northern climate, availability of construction materials, and intended uses.
Building knowledge was transferred from generations by observing
and learning. Renovations, additions and repairs to houses were creatively
improvised as locals made many of the things they needed. This is still
evident as locals still do their own work and maintain their own house,
outbuildings, fishing premises and small gardens. Though the long isolation
period may explain the nomadic persistence of cultural heritage houses
and outbuildings, a better explanation is to be found in the culture of the
people. Ingenuity and hardship were required to survive in this remote,
harsh environment, and a scarcity of supplies and general adversity inspired
people to make do with local materials and construction techniques.

// Fig. 3.02: Housing Typologies
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construction
This sense of fragility is especially evident and is commonly
understood in the past construction methods as they used adaptable local
materials that derived directly from the land. Its strong characteristics are, in
essence, a story of timber construction manifested through its lumber era. This
abundance of forest species resulted in the log cabins having a longstanding
tradition in the vicinity of Georgian Bay (fig.3.03). In resourceful ways, people
developed methods of living and understanding a large area dominated by
trees, and learned how best to use abundant resources for construction. One
building would often use several species of hardwood, as well as stone, rocks,
mud and plants for various elements of single construction. 6 In essence, raw
materials were shaped to provide shelter and to accommodate the cultural,
natural and social needs of the community.
However, from 1960 onward, after the highway was established,
new building forms emerged, impacting the individual material culture
and character of the community (fig.3.04). As a result, Killarney’s eclectic
lifestyle is no longer self-evident of its community craftsmanship, resulting
in the aforementioned disconnect of place (fig.3.05). This juxtaposition
of new building forms confirms a disregard towards the sensitivity of this
fragile community.7 Although buildings are temporary, the identity of a
place is permanent. One can argue that once this foundation is neglected,
the sense of place is affected. 8 Henry Glassie explores the notion of
“vernacular architecture” characterized by the use of local materials and
cultural knowledge of buildings, as evidence to tell better versions of the
human story.9 Vernacular is closely tied to the continuum of tradition.10 This
invites one to reflect on ways in which past histories can therefore equate
to an experiential framework to inform the locality of a place.11 Through
this argument, Killarney’s long captivating history presents a significant
opportunity, one directly linked to their unique sense of place and habitus that
can offer significant insights to unfold the future ways of building and living. 12
Killarney’s way of life and its culture is an ever-changing place. Yet,
a resurgence of interest to preserve the handmade building, as well as the
use of local renewable materials are critical to the continuity of traditions
and culture.13 This thesis will call attention to the importance of regional
architecture and will remember how a community came together to survive
in an isolated landscape, far from urbanization and made it their home.

// Fig. 3.03: Log Cabin Construction
// Fig. 3.04: Killarney & Killarney Bay
// Fig. 3.05: Killarney’s North Channel - Present
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water typologies
Through anecdotes and photographs of an extensive site-specific
mapping exercise, it became evident that water transportation has of high
cultural significance in the community. Georgian Bay has and continues to
rely on its water transportation and land-based knowledge. The currents that
flow through the North Channel are the currents of time that meet the rugged
shoreline. Killarney being at the core of this essential artery, linking the Upper
Great Lakes, are seen as the passageway through history.14 Throughout the
years its waters have been crowded with indigenous and voyageurs canoes,
rowboats, skiffs, cargo laden schooners, passenger steamers, tugs pulling,
log booms and freighters (fig.3.06).15 The evolution in its watercraft and
its construction method throughout the years advanced rapidly because of
varying needs for water transportation and its dominant fishing industry.

cultural artifact
To better understand the spatial quality of the place, one regional
cultural artifact echoes the cultural histories. The skiff, defined as a “shallow, flatbottomed open boat with a sharp bow and square stern”16 is considered specific
to the area as it was built in the vicinity (fig.3.07). Throughout the centuries,
the skiff dominated the shorelines and was expressed as a regional symbol for
the fur-trading era. With the decline of the fur trade in the Upper Great Lakes
in the late 1830s, it then became a traditional example of an innovative creation
of traditional fishing boats, family utility vessel, pleasure craft and natural
resource gathering (fig.3.09).17 The skiff was an ideal vessel for the passageways
of the Georgian Bay as it played a significant part in locals wayfaring between
islands and the mainland (fig.3.08). Although the skiff was thought to originate
from the canoe, the design repertoire drew from other boat building typologies
in the area while also leveraging the builder’s own sensibilities and preferences.
Due to gradual amendment over time, the skiff became superbly suited to
the local contexts as an amalgam of several strains of influence, including,
the origin of its builder, the conditions and locally available materials.18

// Fig. 3.06: Vessel Typologies
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The skiff was based on a watercraft of the people indigenous
to the area, with its lightness, speed, cargo capacity, and double-ended
flexibility.19 The skiff differentiated itself from others as it held its own with
superior sailing qualities in the open water of the Great Lakes. With the
help of a sail and a favorable wind, a skiff could cover an equivalent distance
with much greater ease than rowing with paddles. Comparatively, the sail
rig, shallow keel and centerboard were easily handled and maintained a low
center of gravity for stability.20 The addition of a retractable centerboard
made it possible to raise a small mast and sail as a canoe-shaped hull.
Like its canoe ancestor, the boat was flat-bottomed and could cross shoal
water, be hauled up the pebbled shores and portaged along the landscape.
Its capabilities made it possible for point-to-point transportation into
the early 20th century as docking facilities were not in abundance. 21

materiality & tectonics
Further research on the skiff strengthened its cultural identity, both
historically and in the current context. Unravelling the local materials and
tectonics of the skiff helped demonstrate in detail how the artifact articulated
a rich meaningful cultural object, shedding light on the lives, ways, and values
of their users. As such, all along the shoreline of Georgian Bay, locals built
their own skiffs in outbuildings without formal plans. Each builder added their
knowledge and experience of other typologies from their own local custom and
materials.22 This immediacy of building together encouraged an active exchange
between materiality and people, each influencing each other. The regional forests
and wetlands offered noble resistant boat-building material such as; white oak,
tamarack, cedar and flexible yet strong black spruce, white pine, and white ash.23
These natural conditions gave rise to the skiff as users created a distinctive vessel
specific to Killarney’s roots using a variety of trees found and sourced locally.

// Fig. 3.07: Wooden skiffs built locally
// Fig. 3.08: Skiffs in the Killarney North Channel
// Fig. 3.09: A local fishing fleet of thirty-five sailing skiffs
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of failure. Fittingly, the unique gaff rig supporting
the sail is hoisted by
A.
three-part halyards; the throat, the peak and the bridle that all bear the
tension and stresses on the gaff (fig.3.11). In essence, this analysis signals
memories of the past as a continuation of the structural sensibility of place.
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// Fig. 3.11: Skiff Details
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// Fig. 3.10: Skiff Exploded Iso
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the skiff
The study of the skiff is an opportunity to not only interpret
it as a boat but also further delineate it as a material culture artifact. Its
deconstruction highlights the local craftsmanship, spatial qualities and
meaning that will serve to inform architectural designs. This demonstrates how
the small-scale skiff, has cultural significance as a tool made locally and how
it became an icon of regional identity (fig.3.12).27 Along with a knowledge of
tools, materials and processes appropriate to the time and place, this artifact
recognizes that locals embody a unique set of characteristics that enable its
significance. The skiff captured the tight-knit community essence, regional
empowerment and transferred engagement amongst the character of the
community (fig.3.13). Though its cultural landscapes are manifested through
stories, folklore and eccentric frontier characters, the skiff, however, bridges
the gap between its engaging journey of the waterways towards the discovery
of landscapes.28 All in all, the skiff itself embodies many significant historical
features of the past, through local craft, social spaces, and ways in which the
community existed. The skiff is a way to revisit significant moments in history
through memories and aspirations of the locals that bring life to the place.

// Fig. 3.12: Community Essence

// Fig. 3.13: The Skiff
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Vernacular
character
Along with the extensive macro mapping of the cultural landscape
was an exploration on a more micro-scale. Walking through the village
and capturing photographic documentation of distinctive characteristics
such as materiality, building profiles and construction techniques allowed
for a greater understanding of Killarney’s roots. This submersion into the
village led to different realizations that have underpinned the development
of this thesis. The water vessel typologies in Killarney expressed this view
of different shaped hulls and framing formations. The multiple angular
structures of the village also resembled the built environment forming
the unique character of Killarney. While comparing and analyzing both
typologies, it became clear that the housing and the water vessels have
similar form and construction techniques that can be adapted and scaled
in terms of design (fig.3.14). The exploration of both typologies led to an
energetic structural system that exemplified the locality of the village in a new
modern form. The motivations for each shape vary and help to illuminate the
complex and ever-growing relationship between these two fields of design.

Killarney Character

Killarney Profiles

Fig. 33: By Author referenced – La Cloche History Facebook Group

Sailing Points
Sailing Points

Landscape Paths
Landscape Paths

Proposed Context
Proposed Context

Langlois

Langlois

Fig. 34: By Author

26

Inspiration from the village outbuildings, skiffs and gaff sails have
led to discoveries and configurations of profiles that have a similar unique
language for Killarney’s waterfront character (fig.3.16). More specifically, the
analysis of the skiff guided the structural concept. With this in mind, the
creation of multiple iterations echos these characteristics through dynamic
architectural spans. The project highlights the structural components and
joinery of a skiff with trusses that draw from the tension rigging. Though
the building appears from some angles as familiar, if not a conventional
rectilinear form, the structure’s starboard side pitches diagonally. Like the skiff
frames, the structure has a series of sections that are wide in the mid-range
and incrementally get smaller towards the ends (fig.3.16). This then helps
create a dialogue that encompasses the cultural and natural features related
to its heritage together with slight variations in the dynamic structures.

27

// Fig. 3.14: Killarney Profiles
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Fittingly, the architectural construct not only embodies the
structure of the outbuildings and boats but simultaneously resonates with
the memory of each (fig.3.16). All things considered, the outbuildings
and boat construction are one of many cultural traditions carried by
regional knowledge holders that contain tremendous potential to inspire
meaningful design and inform this resistance against solely generic buildings.
Killarney is not only a water-based community but is also driven by
land-based principles that provide for the community. This is reinforced by the
meticulous vessel-shaped form expressing a similar language to its heritage yet
conversant to the architecture in the village. Similarly, the existing paths form
unique movements on the land and water. The skiff moves in a tacking motion
and the ways in which people move are also laid out to navigate around obstacles
(fig.3.15). The proposed context seeks to resonate with this local knowledge by
placing the buildings scattered along with the existing and adapted trail system.
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Housing

Boat Hulls

Gaff Sail

Sailing Points

Landscape Paths

Juxtaposition

Proposed Context

// Fig. 3.15: Landscape Paths

// Fig. 3.16: Parti Diagram
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Programmatic
entirety
Experiences of making, such as in crafts, land-based activities
and culinary undertakings anchor feelings of belonging to a particular
place passed down through generations. Conversely, the disappearance
of these experiences may risk the loss of a community’s roots and identity.
As such, this proposal seeks to empower the community as a place
where folks share a way of living that builds a future people are proud of
while also fostering common grounds on historical and cultural landbased stewardship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples.

L //

This proposal fits into the existing landscape, reflecting the soul
of the place. It utilizes local vocabulary to express archetypal concepts and
seeks to be emblematic of Killarney’s rooted architecture. By combining the
language of modernism with the spirit of the vernacular, raw assessments of
cultural synergies developed a better understanding of the place. It is through
this path that simple yet intricate forms emerge through the forest as beacons
of a collective entity. Its small-scaled intricate mementoes nestled within
the dense foliage of the forest feature a series of four site-specific buildings
including; third Space, workshop, hull cabins and gaff boathouses (fig.3.17).

M //

This collective typology is evocative of the genius loci, bringing strong
memories or feelings to mind that seeks to respect local societal conditions
and respond to the influences and the changing needs of TheBo Cove site
(fig.3.18). It explores a holistic design process through which architectural
elements can engage the dynamic forces of natural phenomenon and
integrate the spatial and temporal experience of place within its environment.

S //

This foundation seeks to facilitate the development and implementation
towards a balanced approach between the individual and collective community
interests. All in all, allowing community gatherings along the shoreline
of the North Channel as a place to grow, harvest but also have a place to
make and create together will not only embolden the community’s identity
but will also create a new modest framework for the locals of Killarney.

XS //

// Fig. 3.17: Programs
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L // third space
The third space is intended to express the power of relations thereby
giving the community identity within a place to foster holistic connectivity and
creativity that organically draws people together for informal interaction.29 It
is compressed with a local aquaponics system, communal kitchen, local bistro,
eating area and cold storage (fig.4.06). The mezzanine has a prepping food area
and a communal growing lab that will extend the growing season, create a more
sustainable community while educating and strengthening the traditional
roots of sharing resources.

M // workshop
Tradition is often understood as a means of action that is passed
down through generations. Killarney embraces this through the practice of
building. The action of ‘making’ is used as a starting point, to grow through
involvement, to connect through diversity, to bond the community and trigger
a shared perception of the future of this place. It is intended to encourage
gathering as a community through the common memory of traditional
making, thus, giving them a place to build, make and create together (fig.4.07).

L //

M //

S //

XS //

S // hull cabins
The hull cabins are specific to the community as a sustainable
live-work style home or artist retreat with the occasional opportunity for a
researcher to rent the space and work with the community (fig.4.08). With an
extensive focus on eccentricity, these cabins are places to connect and further
solidify communal practices.

XS // gaff boathouses
Killarney harbors are the social spaces of the waterways,
reuniting boats to seek shelter from the winds of the Great Lakes. The gaff
boathouses embody dynamic water-based energy, celebrating craft, while
also reinterpreting finely tuned structures to channel the essence of a smallscaled communal marina and embrace the site-specific context (fig.4.09).

// Fig. 3.18: In the woods
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Collective Design
conversant

interiors

The cultural landscape is used explicitly as a way to reveal some
of the more hidden treasures of time. In essence, the paths seek to embody
the long profound history of living in a sensitive relationship with the
landscape. Movement along the site embraces the land in a way to not
take possession but instead acknowledges and interacts with it. Likewise,
this proposed program scattered among the topography of the TheBo
Cove site is intended to capture community engagement (fig.4.01). Their
transparency and openness put them in conversational relationships along
the paths that lead to a view for which to look back to where one began
(fig.4.04). All buildings are running parallel to the rugged shoreline, evoking
the desire to have an intimate connection to the environment (fig.4.05).

Although each cabin has a simple plan layout, an extruded irregular
box topped by a gable roof, cladded in ship lapped wood siding, adjoins the
perpendicular angular openings, revealing an open plan (fig.4.13). The interiors
are light and sensitive with finishes that are kept deliberately minimal to focus
attention on the subtle yet dynamic angular formed structure reminiscent
of its naval architecture (fig.4.15). Didactic expressive joinery is realized
amongst the structure showcasing the full potential of rudimentary assembly
techniques (fig.4.12). It celebrates the organic and natural ambiance of
place while capturing the subtle yet bold tension rigging connections of the
structures (fig.4.12). When illuminated from the inside the designs resemble
its adjacent lighthouse casting a light over the reflective waters (fig.4.26).

exteriors
The architectural construct has been designed in reference to the
cultural traces of Killarney’s historic waterways, pathways, outbuildings and
boats. Upon approach, the outer appearances reflect the modest colors and
textures of its setting while also outlining practical, simple construction
techniques that reveal the structural integrity through framed views of the
horizon (fig.4.24-25). The designs express similarities in language yet have a
slight variation to the structure and facades (fig.4.10). It is a quietly assertive
design referencing the sheltering roofs of Killarney’s historic housing,
outbuildings, and even evoke the interiors of its naval architecture (fig.4.14).
The designs smooth exterior respects the sleek wood cladding of a boat while
the interior’s unconventional approaches are left as an exposed structure to
recall informal ways of living (fig.4.15). The dynamic unique structures are
sitting on large decks extruding out on the land, resembling a dock in its
harbor (fig.4.11). The dock like platforms are then resting on a series of elevated
wooden stilts (3-4 feet), touching the land lightly to minimize disruption of
the landscape. This lets sunlight touch the ground, allowing vegetation to grow
below the building (fig.4.16-17). While the building is decidedly landlocked,
the asymmetrical design gives the project movement and the energy of a skiff
on land while maintaining its relationship towards the water (fig.4.18-19).
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The third space has an open concept navigating through the main
volume adjacent to its aquaponics growing system (fig.4.28,29,30,31). More
specifically, it has a large southern facing tapered corner glazing which enables
the vegetation to grow year-round with plenty of sunlight exposure and also
provides sweeping views of Lake Huron (fig.4.22).
The workshop is an inclusive area for locals to build together in a
shared space (fig.4.32). It not only has a large collective working area for wood
working skills, but it also has a partition wall for smaller breakout space and
community engagement (fig.4.33).
The hull cabins shape represents an emblematic composition of a
boat sitting on the landscape, as a memoir reminiscent of Killarney’s heritage
(fig.4.26). The interiors are left exposed providing alike composition. Each
cabin has a unique location in the landscape, capturing the rich scenery of Lake
Huron’s historical waterways (fig.4.34).
The gaff boathouses are smaller scaled with critical detailing and
material assembly. The boathouses recall reflection on the traditional design
of a gaff sail through its unique roof form with faceted and rectilinear forms
alike (fig.4.35). The gaff boathouses exemplify a quiet, modest and detailed
sensitive design, that responds to the historic built form of the region (fig.4.27).
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craft / materials

embedded systems

The folks of Killarney have always revered a deep connection to nature
while expressing it through their culture and traditions. This local knowledge
resulted in the construction of a region that demonstrates this lasting connection
to the landscape.1 It is essential to recognize that a unique style of building
developed as a direct outcome of the Killarney process, where combinations
of various appropriated technologies and assemblies contributed to its distinct
material culture. The calm sculptural nature of the structures expressed both in
their form and materiality, draws from the vernacular and ethic of the locality
(fig.4.21).2 Through careful form-making and the use of rustic materials, the
quietly assertive proposal responds gently both to the natural and cultural
context of the area. Each structure is assembled from locally sourced materials
and labor, bringing the agency to the project while heightening the community’s
awareness of its immediate surroundings (fig.4.02). In the early Killarney days,
many locals involved in the construction of homes were equally comfortable
building a fishing boat from the region’s forest. As such, this communal
proposal is intended to have the community build from locally sourced trees
(fig.4.02). Fittingly, the construction of the trusses gives a nod to the structural
integrity of the skiff, through its tension rods, tension ties, tie beams, frames
and shiplap cladding (fig.4.20). Lastly, the durable and economical corrugated
galvalume was chosen not only for its minimal beauty but also to endure the
environmental conditions in proximity to Killarney’s microclimate (fig.4.23).

Furthermore, environmental sustainability is built into the
construction. Solar panels and rainwater collection system are implemented
to harvest the sunrays and rainwater providing energy and potable water for
the buildings (fig.4.22). An aquaponics system is also applied in the third
space as it is one of the most productive forms of agriculture.3 Aquaponics
is a resilient food assembly of plants and fish that functions as an ecosystem.4
In this case, fish will produce nutrient-rich waste while water is pumped into
the garden.5 Bacteria in the biofilter will break down the fish waste to then
clean water drains from the garden to the aquarium for the plants to absorb
the nutrients in the garden (fig.4.03).6 This new food typology will in terms
celebrates Killarney’s history as it will reintroduce the cultural heritage of the
fishing industry in duality with sustainable food production, allowing the
community to become more sustainable in the long-term future (fig.4.03).

// Fig. 4.02: Materials

// Fig. 4.03: Aquaponics
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// Fig. 4.04: TheBo Cove Site Proposal

// Fig. 4.05: TheBo Cove Site Proposal Enlarged
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// Fig. 4.06: L// Third Space Plan
// Fig. 4.07: M //Workshop Plan

// Fig. 4.08: S // Hull Cabins
// Fig. 4.09: XS //Gaff Boathouses
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L //

L //

M //

M //

S //

S //

XS //

XS //

// Fig. 4.10: Transversal Elevations

// Fig. 4.11: Longitudinal Elevations
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// Fig. 4.12: L // Third Space Transversal Section

// Fig. 4.13: M // Workshop Transversal Section
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// Fig. 4.14: S // Hull Cabins Transversal Section

// Fig. 4.15: XS // Gaff Boathouses Transversal Section
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// Fig. 4.16: L // Third Space Longitudinal Section

// Fig. 4.17: M // Workshop Longitudinal Section
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// Fig. 4.18: S // Hull Cabins Longitudinal Section

// Fig. 4.19: XS // Gaff Boathouse Longitudinal Section
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A.
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C.

Skiff Bench
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D.
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Skiff Cladding

Cladding

E.

// Fig. 4.20: Structural Comparison

// Fig. 4.21: Craftmanship
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// Fig. 4.22: Embedded Systems

// Fig. 4.23: Workshop Exploded Iso Construction
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// Fig. 4.24: L // Third Space Exterior

// Fig. 4.25: M // Workshop Exterior
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// Fg. 4.26: S // Hull Cabins Exterior

// Fig. 4.27: XS // Gaff Boathouses Exterior
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// Fig. 4.28 L // Third Space Interior Ground Floor I
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// Fig. 4.29: L // Third Space Interior Ground Floor II
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// Fig. 4.30: L // Third Space Interior Mezzanine I
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// Fig. 4.31: L // Third Space Interior Mezzanine II
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// Fig. 4.32: M // Workshop Interior I
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// Fig. 4.33: M // Workshop Interior II
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// Fig. 4.34: S // Hull Cabins Interior
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// Fig. 4.35: XS // Gaff Boathouses Interior
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Summary

“to dwell means to
belong to a given place.”7

Through the gathering of research and multiplicities, it became
overbearing on the possible connections that could be made on this inspiring
site. Enlightenment came when focusing on the most significant architectural
qualities of the place, allowing this to turn the elemental appeal of Killarney
into a tangible project of ‘place’. While certain elements resonated through
experience and discussions, others resulted from several readings, sifting
through histories, and extracting pieces in an iterative process of discovery
going beyond its latest existence.

Norberg-Shulz

This thesis seeks to alleviate the current pressures within the small
fragile community, by capturing the essence of a place through strategies that
reflect the culture and regional sense of pride. It discovers the innovative yet
familiar, sensitive but assertive manifestations of its layered cultural landscape.
In the end, this firmly anchored intervention aims to unite the multiple
histories of Killarney as a coherent spirit of place that will empower and
strengthen the community as a whole.
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